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Jitendra Kumar Sahoo (17.5.1995)
I AM SO SILENT THAT PEOPLE CALL ME SILENT BHAIYA.BUT THE FACT IS I
TALK LESS BUT I SAY MORE.I DESTROY MY ENEMIES BY MAKING THEM
FRIENDS.
dont think that u r my enemy...........!
i love to ryt poems and stories...i am great follower of bhagat singh....
i am very simple and honest boy who loved his frnd and country very
much.....and i also want to sacrify for my mother land if one chance i get in
life....
My main motto is that
'scold none
uphold everyone
hurt none
comfort everyone
insult none
exalt everyone'
Works:
I want to publish a book in future........! ! ! ! !
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Memories of My Class Pals! ! ! !
In my class there are many girls and boys
Who have forgotten to play with toys
They are the strong creature
Have power to do some adventure;
They have much strength
Therefore they are out of breath;
We all give elders much honour
And also doing in class much humour;
First guys name Sachin, Swadhin and Anukul
They make my class a funny school;
They cannot see any body squeak
And they make humour as much as quick;
Second guys name Satyajit and Sunil they are not so worse
But they have much power to run like a horse;
Jasoketan and Gourav I always met them at the mart
And they are always living in my core of the heart;
Swadhin and Rojalin are my class monitor
They seems to me as a jolly hunter;
Puja, Deepa, Rachna and Manish are my class garnish
They don't get any punish as they do their H.W finish;
Suraj and Thyagrajan are the best donor
So that's why they get much honour;
Sriya, Ambu, Manorama & Arjun are like the little Elf
Who always do so much help for my-self
Manish and Vishesh are the class most tallest goblin
Biswajit is boffin and Nivedita is the best pal of rojalin;
Sagarbala, Simi, Kushbu, Sanke & Rakhi are the class most talkative
But at S.U.P.W work they are most active;
What can I tell about Lakshmi
She is just silent as like me;
Lord Sri Ram and Ganeshji I worship
That we can keep it up our good fellowship;
Jitendra Kumar Sahoo
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Most Successful Man
Most successful man r those who can think like a old man and
able to do works like a young man.
Jitendra Kumar Sahoo
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WORST DAYS AT CLASS 11! ! !
Once,

We were sincere
Oh no……but since year! ! !
Class 11 comes we
had forgotten to listen that you are 'SINCERE'! !
Once,

We also submit
Our H.W before dates.
Now a days we submit
Our copies after the last dates.
Earlier all subjects & styles were interesting
But now for all it is boring so we are resting
So, In class there is no attention
And exams comes we have a great tension
Earlier time & course
We hold it and it is not worse
And today time & course
Passes like wild horse.
No time to sleep
No time to study self
So what to keep
Who is there to help? ?
Teacher told us,
'No fish jumps off from
the pond into your frying pan'.
So what to do? ?
Hence we hunt for chances
Instead of waiting for them.
My parents, gives me hope
'The sun of success can
Arise only in the horizon of hope'.
With hope, no slope can be too steep.
Nor can any valley be too deep.
So my friends,
Hardships may block your way
And keep happiness away
Anxieties may pull your legs back
And place them in a dangerous track.
Hence dare to challenge,
Only then you can bring about a change.
Please remember
In a spirit of challenge.
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You can change your entire course
You can break barriers
And make wonders.
You can crush rocks.
And make new tracks.
There are many
To tell you what you should do.
But very few
To do what they ask you to do.
A bad example is a bad sample
Just as you reject a bad sample
Turn your face
Away from a bad example.
'Hence be positive and hopeful
Your every activity is bound to be fruitful'.
Jitendra Kumar Sahoo
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